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Overview
Core insurance application modernization is like an open-heart surgery – we must have it, but we also
need to completely overhaul our entire lifestyle. And insurance companies may take different
approaches to its implementation. Some may take a modular approach, implementing one app (Policy,
Billing or Claims) at a time, and others may go for a complete Suite implementation.
Either way, it is a long, complex, and expensive undertaking. Results vary, depending on the purpose,
approach and thought behind the implementation. In the order of assured and amplified result,
insurance companies need to plan and think beyond mere Core Admin implementation. Before
beginning a Core Insurance Modernization exercise, insurance companies should consider these seven
items:
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2. Cloud Computing
One of the most important questions enterprises ask today is - cloud or on-premise? The traditional system still has its place, but cloud-based
systems have become popular even with small

The Internet of Things is another revolutionary
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6. Machine Learning and RPA

7. Cybersecurity
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Through machine learning and RPA tools, insurance companies can handle issues like –
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Conclusion
Rapid changes in the IT landscape are forcing insurance companies to become more customer-centric,
and provide solutions that offer seamless experiences to the end-customer. A good Core Admin Transformation is mandatory for insurance companies to speed up their Go-To-Market (GTM) strategy. As
insurance companies adopt new Admin systems, they should do an enterprise-wide analysis to amplify
the outcome of such implementations.
Companies can broadly classify the development of portals, social media and mobile phones, as part of
the customer experience enhancement exercise. On the other hand, IoT can provide quick service and
reduced claims (and in turn provide better premium). Big Data and Analytics are helping companies
target the right customer, reduce unwitting cost, and also help in fraudulent claims. On the operations
side, IT is using analytics and AI for automatic resolutions, repeated problems, or queries.
Insurance companies are now using cloud computing to reduce the cost of infrastructure, and become
responsive to the infrastructure demand. Similarly, machine learning and robotics are helping insurance
companies to substantially reduce the cost of manual operations.
Finally, cybersecurity and privacy is a concern for everyone. Companies may incur substantial loss of faith
and business from their customers, along with fatal penalties from regulators. Insurance companies
should invest time at the beginning of core transformation, to decide the long-term strategy and roadmap, which will enable them to maximize their RoI.
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